VIII. 1

Ac-cording t·o an ancient teaching, the world·, the universe,
the all, is said to consist of a number of separate and distinc;t
entities or cosmoses contained. one within the other.

Thes:e

c-osmos.es- are built on the same pattern as:· that of the greatest,
the protoc-osmos, which . e:ontains all· others within· it.
Each of these · different c.-o smoses is said to be a. living being,.
existing in its own time · -

a;

being which eats, breathes and

rec.-e ives. impressions from its surroundings just as we do.

But

although they .must clearly influenc:e us in many ways·, and. play
an important part in our· lives, it is difficult· for us to grasp
the fact that t'hey are living beings, for- their- times are so
different from ours-.

It is even· difficult for us to see what

this means·, that they each exist in their· own time·-, for we measure
everything in terms of our time, and that is- perhaps why there are
so many t•hings about the uni verse which we cannot understand.
In this connection, it was- said that 'time· is breath'.

It wa-s

said, too, that the breath of each c-osmos is 30,000 times longer
or shorter in d.uration· than .that of the cosmos below or above it.
This would mean that if we take the period of man's breathing as
a-bout 3 sec-onds, for instanc-e, the cosmos next above him would
breathe every 24 hours.

This would. be the world of nature - of·

organic life on- earth, which clearly has a cycle of this pe:rdod, .
both in the process of photosynthesis, and that of respiration.
And. this· would imply that everything about nature

all. her

different functions, even

is geared to

the length of her life

a · quite different clock from ours, a clock that measures time in
uni ta of 24 hours, instead of' in un.i ts- of seconds·.
But according to this teaching, there are many cosmoses much,
larger in sea.le t ·h an organic life.

And although we know little

or nothing about its origin, the teaching itself c-oincid.es
remarkably well with the d.ata available from contemporary sourc:es.
In fact, if we construct a grid. which is based on this factor of
30, ,0 00, we find that entities throughout the universe tend. to
group themselves naturally into categories which c:oincicl.e with
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the spacing of this grid.

The following, for instance, is· a

table recently c·ompiled. of the sizes of various entities knoim
to scienc·e, spaced' approximately at intervals o:f 30,:000 times:..........
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This · table is interesting, it' only because it shows · a c.ertain
order or cons-i.stenc;r of measurement in the · universe known to us.
We notice, for instanc,a, th2,t d.imensionally the atomic nucleus isas far awa;y from us- in one d.irec-tion as the solar system is in
the other.

We notice, . too, that beyond a c-ertain distanc-e life-

seems to d.isappear - only those entities quite near to us areconsidered. to be alive.
And. yet this ancient teaching · sta,tes quite categorically tha:t

a-11 these entities are alive - that each of them exists in its own
world of space and time.

We are told that each entity is thre~

d.imensional for i ·tsBlf, and that it can only know the entities
above and below it in terms· o:f added: dimensions.

In other words,

the appearance o:f the world is C'.Onstantly changing - changing
according t ·o the viewpoint of the observer.
If we look in, one
direction we see space without time, and i:f we look ,in the otherdirection we see time without space.

Yet the real world is not

like this - it exists, independently of our viewpoint.
continue to exist whether we· are there or not •.

And it- will

That is what

the doctrine of c·osmoses can show us.
Let us begin by con.sid.ering a cosmos such as the earth - let
us try to see the earth in a new light.

Fechner spoke of the

earth as an angel - an angel carrying us along with her into
heaven.

Nowadays it is popular to refer to the earth as a
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The great Earth, like a mighty being, stands
Balanced upon her orbit, while the Sun
Delivers his bright light in golden strands
Of radiance, that like deep rivers run
Over her rounded surface; so begun
Are all Earth's living creatures that enjoy
Her fruitfulness, and when their time is done
Return to her again, and so employ_
The very life that, dying, they destroy ...
And through this film of living creatures pass
Reflections clear and pure without alloy,
Which move upon Earth's surface like a glass ...
Thus do the Planets sweet vibrations make,
And Earth's small creatures form and beauty take.
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sp a ceship, or as· a generator of ph,ysical energy.

Eut wha.t really

is · the earth - has she a- real existence of her own?

According to

this teaching- a moment for the earth is a year - the period of' her
revolution round. the sun·.

In one such moment does she know herself' -

in the period of a year she tak es
than a year is only a

c>.

deep breath.

But an,ything 1:ess

fragment· ·of her time,. and a day would be· only-

an instant - the time of her shortest impression.
So already we know certain new things about the earth - we· know
that as the spring moves a~ross her surface every year she· is
actually breathing- - im other words she· is quickened., made alive
by the c-oming of spring, .just as we are made alive by the air
passing· through our lungs.
her plant life lives· and dies

And. in this same period of a year
the corn grows up and; is harvested

in the :fields, leaves 8,ppear on the trees and: :fall in

a;

carpet on

the ground, small animals and insects live and die.

All the-se

things are timed - they are part of a plan - and: behind them• lies
a c·ertain law or principle which holds good: throughout the universe.
This princ·iple is a very simple one.

When a cosmos ea-ts, the

cosmos one below it lives a.nd dies; when a c·osmos breathes, the
c·osmos two below it lives and dies;

and when· a cosmos receives

impressions, the cosmos three below it lives and dies.

In a sense

we can say that each cosmos eats the cosmos one below it,. breathe-s
the cosmos two below it, and receives impressions from the cosmos
three below it;

but this is not entirely true,. for it is more

that an exchang e of energy takes place ••••
And so when the earth breathes, living creatures live and die.
But when she eats, it is the whole of nature whicll. is born, lives
a.l'ld dies, for her digestive cycle lasts for many thousands of years.
And. during this period mineral s are absorbed into the earth t s
surface - deposits

of coal and. oil and. other fossil fuels - prec·ious

stores of energy which man so soon d.estroys.
13ut· what are the earth's impressions?

How does she receive

influences from outside her - from the planets, the sun and. tha
starry world beyond?

If we look carefully we can discover-

certain mechanisms or devices which enable the earth to receive
impressions.

But first we have to realise that?ifupres s ions are

of many different kinds and levels, and. like our own i mpressions
they have to be converted. into a f orm which the earth can accept.
The basic- frequency of the earth's impressions is a.et ermined by
her rotation - by t he alternation of night and da,y, of light and
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Here in the bosom of this earth I stand,
Myself so small, this lovely earth so great,
And here are fields and trees, and the broad land
Stretching beyond, and clouds immaculate ...
And I so small, here in this earth so great,
Here in this meadow grass so soft and warm,
Under this canopy so safe from harm,
Under this greenery so delicate .. .
Oh lovely earth, here in this little place
How soft the air, how scented thy embrace,
How perfect each small flower in thy dress,
How sweet the treasure of thy loveliness .. .
How happy I so small, to be no less
One little part of thy great consciousness.
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darkness-.

Through ·the ability of plant c,ells to react to the

sun's rays·, influences· striking upon, the earth's surfac:e· are
converted' into living :forms, and it is these living forms, in
their enormous· variety of shape and: pattern and c·olour which are
the end product of impressions reaching· the earth.,

:But- a·ls-o

involved in the process are man.y other devices - the screening
effect of the earth's atmosphere, for instance, which enables•
c-ertain influences t-o pass through to organie: life and not others,and the· extraordinarily complex chemical processes which talce place·
within the plant cell, enabling it to run true to the species t-o
which it belongs.

In all these devices not only cells, but·

molecules, atoms and electrons play a part.
So there is much more to the earth than we ever supposed, and
perhaps· Fechner was right after a:11.
Let us· read once· again what
he says:11

0n a certain morning I went out to walk.

The fields were

green, the birds sang, the dew glistened., the smoke was
rising, here and there a man appeared, a light of transfiguration
lay on all things·.
It was· only a little bit of earth; it
was· only one moment of her e:x:istenc-e;

and. yet as· my· look embraced

her more· and more it seemed to me not only· so beautiful an
idea, but so true- and. clear a fact, that she is an angel_ - an
angel carrying me along with her into heaven.

I asked myself'
how the opinions of men could. have spun themselves awey f'.r'-Orrt
life so far as to deem the earth only a d.ry clod.
But such
an experience as this·passes for fantasy.
The earth is a
globular body, and what more she may be, one can find in
mineralogical cabinets."
Now if we return for a moment to the table of different· entitieE,
and try to see it as a whole, we come to the c.·onclusion that at least
from man's point of view - from his position in the universe - it
seems to divide naturally into three parts.
big and. remote world studied. by astronomy
nebulae, star c-lus·~ers and. stars;

There is the very
the world of galaxies,.

there is the world. under the

sun,'s influenc--e - the planets, the biosphere, the world. of animals
and plants;

and there is the world below man, and. within him - the·

world of small quantities, of cells, molecules, atoms and electrons.
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This world of stars upon deep midnight lies
Like a clear crystal; and the winter sky
Hangs like a precious stone inanimate,
As if the motion of the galaxies
Were held in still suspense eternally
Awaiting that brief moment when the gods create .. .
And here below, where shorter lives dictate
>Time's motion. that in days and years runs by,
In that same moment Nature's mysteries
Seem on this deep midnight to penetrate
·· And fill with a strange, quiet e.cstacy
The ordinary world, under those winter skies . . .
As if the power that dwells in worlds above
Were here on Earth, to fill our hearts with love.

5

· Now does the Sun in quietness bestow
His light on all things; over the wide sea
He shines, and on the summer fields which grow
Their golden harvest; now relentlessly
He turns, and as the hours of night go by
His light still shines on other fields beloW;
. Scfdo his lovely rays adorn the sky,
And make Earth's rounded surface all aglow
W'ith man's activity; yet man would grow
Weary of peace, and in his restless fears
Would soon forget that it is really so,
.· .·.• Exchanging ecstasy for bitter tears.
Yet when at last his little life is done,
Still turns the Earth, forever shines the Sun.
19
Here in this little flower does Time reveal
Her mysteries; here in order delicate
Time, one by one, unlocks the little seal
Which holds each petal in its folded state,
And like a tiny star, immaculate,
The flower opens-miracle more real
Than all the wit of man might recreate!
And see, hidden within where none may steal,
A little hieroglyph, whose lines conceal
Secrets which lie beyond Time's ordinateEternity, inscribed within the wheel
Of universal law, to which all truths relate!
And yet this idle world-and you and ISee but a little flower, and so pass by.
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We can put these three worlds in the diagram, along each
of the three sid.es of t·he triangle.

On the left hand. sid.e

will be the very large and. remote ~ni;ities beyond· the sun - the
milky way with its· innumerable clusters of stars,

the more distant·

galaxies and nebulae, and the limits of the universe itself.".
At the left hand corner of· t-he triangle will oe the sun - our· own
sun, whicfr or-· course is the onl;y· sola.r system known to us·.

At

the bas-e o:f' the triangle will be the world und.er the sull''s influeno:e the planets on the left, and organic, life with its different elemen-tll:
on the right, culminating in man at the right hand corner.

And on

the right hand sid.e of' the triangle will be the world. of small
quantities - the world within, or below man - c,ells, organic e.nd
inorganic molecules, atoms a.ncl electrons.

(see :fig. IO).
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This arrangement is not an arbitrary one.

Each of the

nine points around. the circumference of the circle represents
a difference in magnitude of" 30,000 times, consequently each
side- of the· triangle · is a finite scale c:0vering some- thirteen·
and a half powers of ten.

Dimern=donally, the· arrangement- is·

very exac:t;

includes ev:el"'Jt-hing that man · is able

and. it

to, measure - it is,. in fact, a picture of· the ALL.
does· it ao:tually mean?

What are these d;· ifferent worlds, with

their- enormous- range of· different magnitudes?
all. about~

But what

What are they

And how does man fit into the pic-ture?

Now suppose we go back in our minds to

a;

previous chapt·er-,

when we were· discussing this same diagram· on the scale of· man.
We said· that the-points around the circumference of· the circle
were d.i:fferent systems or· principles within him, and. that the
triangle itself contained all his· different accumulators.

In

fact, we said, that the triangle was lik0' a big storehouse of·
energy, connec:te.d by means· of an inner circulation with the- points
around. the circumferenc-e.

This inner c·irculation was continually·

exchanging energy of different kinds - carrying energy to some
points, rec:eiving energ-.1 from others.
On- this enormous scale, the same thing is true - these
different -worla.s, arranged. along the inner triangle of fig.IO,
are nothing more nor less than a series of accumulators, or places
in the uni verse where energy is manufactured. and. stored..

And each

contains energy of a different kind - each has- a d.ifferent purpose
in relation to the ALL.

Cells·, for instanc-e, are accumulators

of' one kind of energy, pla..11ets are accumulators of another.

And.

to- some extent we can, tell what kind. of energy is involved:, becaus-e
we know something of · the meaning· of the six different princi.ples·
around the circumference.
Point I, for instance,- is the physical principle.

And opposite

this principle, in the triangle, aTe atoms, elec-trons, nuclear
particles 2.nd. so on - elements which are concerned with providing
the energy needed. for the physical world.

Compared with this

storehouse of pb,ysical energy - and. we all know what enormous·
stores of· physical energy are c.- ontained within the atom - the next
bracket includes

a,

quite d.ifferent kind of energy - that provid:ed

by orga.nic: molecules and. cells.

The ramifications of this
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Bright stars; cold points of white and brilliant light;
Strange ornaments upon the midnight deep;
Hanging so still under the dome of night,
Alive, awake, while Nature lies asleep;
To you this little earth, this human place so soon
Forgotten; all these trees and fields which lie
Breathing so quietly underneath the Moon
Are but a moment passed, an hour gone by.
Your yesterday, lost in the depths of Time,
Saw mighty Nature's mystic origin;
Your life-ah, in what magic se~e sublime
Did galaxies conceive, did Time begin ?
Bright stars, bright symbols mirrored in the sky;
Deep beyond depth, symbol's reality ...
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kind. of energy, which is concerned. with the secret of lif'e-·, have
been explored: very e::densively by scientists in, rec-ent yeaxs·.

And,

although we are still very far from understand.ing what vital energy
really is, a number of important d.isc-0veries have been mad·e.
The next bracket, above point 4 in the diagram, is concerned.
with something quite d.ifferent - the enormous va.riety o:f living
creatures and. living forms in-the biosphere.

What kind of energy

What is the energy on which the mind

is C'Onc-erned. with all this?

o:f Nature depends? - the mind. which, in another context, was calied
the Great Laboratory?

The same energy, perhaps,. as that whic-h

controls the- growth and. d.ifferentiation of our own· bodies - matter
on, the borderline· between physical and. subtle levels, suc'11 as·
hormones, enzymes, endocrine secTetions •••
And yet this form, of energy is quite different f:rom nervous·, or
psychological energy - that which belongs to the next bracket,. above
point

5 .,

In a sense psychological energy is more familiar to us

it is that on. which our thoughts,. feelings and: sensations a·epenit.
And al though it may- seem strange to us,. we are told that this· energy
is C'Ontrolled· by the planets - that they are like giarrt electro-magnets
pulling· us first iw one direction and. then, in another-,. as· t·heir
in:fluenc:e sweeps past the earth~
And. beyond. the planetary world -

know nothing-.

beyond the sun's influence-we

All we can, see is number - an, infinite number of: suns

like our own, repeated. in tlic stillness of eternity.
o-f the triangle -

the causal level.

For this side

this part of the giant·accumulator - belongs to
It is where energy is stored for creation-- :for-

the creation of new worlds, new causes in· the universe.

And c-ertainl,y

although little is- known about the way- in which it happens, . it would
seem to be in , these vast regions of outer space that· creation is
tak:ing place -

either continuously,- according to scientific- theory-,.

o-r- in some initial expansion, some primary explosion, the effecrf;s,
of which are still continuing.
Now when we were discussing triads, in a previous chapter, we
said that the circulation through points 8,5,and 7 was the t:viad
of'• creation, and. that the c-irculation through points I,4, a.nil: 2
was the triad. of regeneration.

In other word.s·, it is- through the

triad. I,4, 2 that the life princ,iple in the universe is generated,
and. it is· through the triad.

8,5,7

that this same· li:fe principle i's

circulated., so that it reaches every corner o:f the universe, and:
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This world of stars upon deep midnight lies
Like a clear crystal; and the winter sky
Hangs like a precious stone inanimate,
As if the motion of the galaxies
Were held in still suspense eternally
Awaiting that brief moment when the gods create ...
.. And here below, where shorter lives dictate
Time's motion, that in days and years runs by,
In that same moment Nature's mysteries
Seem on this deep midnight to penetrate
And fill with a strange, quiet ecstacy
The ordinary world, under those winter skies ...
As if the power that dwells in worlds above
Were here on Earth, to Hll our hearts with love.
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every c.o smos becomes a living being.

This aspect of creation - the

creation of lif:e - is one which is not included in scien·t;ific theories
about the origin of the universe, yet who can· imagine a universe
areated without life?

What purpose would there b.e in creating a

dead universe- a universe in which the life principle was absent?
This, surely, is what the living earth, the biosphere, is all
about.

The biosphere is a mechanism

1 -

one of countless millions

o·f similar mechanisms, perhaps, whereby life is maintained: t'hroughout
the univeTse.

Involved in this process, on the- right hand side of

the d.iagram, are organic molecules, living organisms and cells entities of a kind which can only exist in the special conditions
which apply to the earth's surface.

And it is through the

interac,t ion of these entities with their environment that vital
energy is- manufactur-ed.

This vital energy - the breath of life

is - then distribut-ed·(on the left hand side of the diagram,) amongst
the galaxies, the star clusters and the solar systems throughout
the universe •.

And so the universe is quickened, and becomes a

living being.
But we he,ve to r-emember tli--e1,t there a.re other processes, otherforms - of energy circ:ulating in the universe.

There is the

circulation about point 3, which is concerned mainly _with the
various forms of physical energy known to scienc·e - the burning
of byd.rogen to produce nuclear energy, for instance, and the
effects of gravitationj and there is the circulation- about point 6,
which would seem to be concerned more with the controlling devic-es the mind. - which regulates the flow of pb,ysical energy and preventsit from getting out of hand.

On this enormous scale it is very

difficult to follow these processes, for the time scale is so
different from ours.

How can we see the mind of the universe at

work, for instance, or how can we- feel its emotions?

And how,

indeed., can we understa,nd its soul?
And yet it is now much c-learer wh?t each part of the 1.mi verse

is for-.
J\.nd

Everything has a purpose, everiJthing is part of a plan.

this plan is the same within us as it is in the universe outside ..

In fact, we~- that universe, for the within and the without are
t he same.

;

f

